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Abstract—
In our precious life hands play a major role in our day to
day task such as holding, controlling various objects. it
is also used in non-verbal communication. There are
various devices which run on application of hand
gestures. It has a great scope in biomedical field and
gaming industry. As researchers have great interest in
medical devices which can fasten the recovery process of
patients. So in this paper we propose a biofeedback of
finger flexion movement. It consists of flex sensors
mounted on the gloves where it senses and measures the
position of fingers by using microcontroller. The output
of finger flexion is given on the LCD display. This system
will be more significant in the rehabilitation process
which can help the doctors and patients in recovering the
injuries, motivating which helps in fast recovery through
physical exercise.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In our busy life the interaction of hands are utilized
enormously, where we cannot imagine our life
without hands. So to improve the interaction
between the digital world the glove-based systems
are used in many applications such as in robotics,
entertainment, sign language understanding ,
medical field etc.

From the recent study we found that millions of
people are subjected to traumatic brain injuries,
degenerative diseases. The disability rate in
adulthood is growing consistently, so the
rehabilitation treatment must be given to patients.
The reason of rehabilitation is to restore patients'
physical, sensory and mental capacities influenced
by injuries, diseases and disorders.

In the digital era the devices are compactable with
hand movement such as Xbox detects the body
movement by Kinect  ,the smart phones working on
the commands of finger movement.

The sensorized glove measures the position of every
finger, but simultaneously gives tasks, to perform
the required movement. The glove based system is
easy in handling which can be worn on hand with
ease.

II. LITERATURE:

The glove system exists from 1970s. In the 1977
Thomas de Fanti and Daniel Sandin built up the
Sayre glove model in Rich Sayre proposal. These
system was developed by the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT). The prototype was
later developed in 80s by modifying with camera-
based to track body movement[1]. Later in 1983,
Gary Crimes created and patented the Digital Entry
Data Glove that had sensors installed on material to
recognize if thumb is touching any piece of the
hand or fingers, measure the thumbs joint exion,
hand tilt and the twisting /exing of the lower arm
[2].

In 1989 Mattel Toy Company produced a Power
Glove as gaming accessories in Nintendo video
games[3]. In 2002 the  data gloves are improvised
by force sensors. Which has became a boom in
virtual reality industries, robotics frameworks
design[4]. The artificial neural network is used in
cyber glove because of its effective principles[5][8].

This system is used in non verbal communication
where the electrical signal are converted into human
level understanding language[6]. It is utilized by
speechless patients where it can create no barriers
between the communication[7]. This paper gives a
contemplative recovering of patients through giving
the feedback of physical exercise of fingers for
stroke patients to regain their motor skills by hand
therapy.
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III. METHODOLOGY:

This system mainly concentrates in flexion
measurement of fingers and offer a recovery
treatment through motivational comments(good,
average, poor)

Fig.1.: flow of action

The block diagram Fig.2. describes the circuit
processes in detail which comprises of transmitting
unit, control unit, output unit.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP:

The setup of each component in the fig.3.

Fig.3. flex sensor glove connected to control unit

The flex sensors gives it value in the form of
resistance. The flat resistance (at 0° angle) of this
sensor is 10KΩ and when its bend at 90° angle then
its resistance will be 50KΩ.The value of resistance
changes as the finger flexion movement is
performed. The resistance is converted into voltage
by conditioning circuit in fig.4.

Fig.4. conditioning circuit

The microcontroller is used for supplying power
supply to the circuit. The measured values are
compared with default values that is set by user
which is done by tuning. So for each flexion
movement the value is converted in the form
comments for each finger. Where each finger has
variable resistance of flex sensor. The output values
are displayed on the  16X2 LCD display which is
produced by Arduino. This device comes with plug
and play option. It is portable and easy to carry.

V. RESULTS:

The output is given in the form of feedback
comments on LCD display or on the PC. The
Arduino software is used in which many tools can
be used for displaying any data as required.
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Fig.5. Result on LCD display

Here the result is poor as there is no movement
performed.

Each finger is represented by A0, A1, A2, A3, A5
so on as per required. As movement is done we can
see the feedback result in fig.6.

Fig.6. Result for flexion movement of two fingers

VI. CONCLUSION:

The system discussed in this paper measures the
position of each finger of hand through flex sensors.
It is mainly applicable in biomedical field for
rehabilitation process for patients who are suffering
from traumatic brain injuries, degenerative diseases
or articulation traumas to do exercise. It is a user
friendly device and comes with plug and play
facility with less weight. This device can be further
developed by making the glove system wireless and
changing the glove pattern as required.
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